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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.6.1-rev16
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.6.1-rev12
Open-Xchange AppSuite usm 7.6.1-rev8
Open-Xchange oﬃce-web 7.6.1-rev11
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This document provides a summary of bugﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently
to shipping Patch Release #2336.
35426 com.openexchange.sessiond.remoteParameterNames doesn’t work
com.openexchange.authentication.SessionEnhancement is executed after the session is put into
the cluster wide session storage. This prevents attributes added through SessionEnhancement to
be published in the cluster wide session storage.
This has been ﬁxed by executing com.openexchange.authentication.SessionEnhancement just after creating the session object.
35467 Folder not found
USM String transformation error of Email tempid.
Solution: Fixed the transformation error.
35794 Standard IMAP folders can not be shared
App Suite UI transferred no subscription information when ﬁring the update request, thus parsing
folder information felt back to assuming ”false” for ”subscribed” ﬁeld.
This has been ﬁxed by remembering whether subscribed information has been set or not.
35895 Message format default changes with update to 7.6.1
An upgrade from App Suite (any version) to version 7.6.1 causes a change of the default behavior
for all users who haven’t had ”plain text only” message format conﬁgured before which is expected
to cause high support load and seems to be undesired in general.
Solution: The message format is set to ”BOTH” by default on user creation, which reﬂects to transfer
message content in HTML and alternative plain text version. Moreover the update task
”com.openexchange.groupware.update.tasks.CheckForPresetMessageFormatInJSLob” is introduced
that checks for possibly preset message format preference in JSLob and align the DB value accordingly.
There is no possibility to restore previous settings once this bug becomes effective.
35906 Inconsistent social media portal widgets design/layout
Icons were not replaced on adding account.
This has been ﬁxed by replacing icon by widget name when account is added.
35909 Deleting a Facebook Account results in Error message ”Account not found with identiﬁer ...”
There was no yell but the widget still showed outdated data, redraw listened to delete event.
Solution: Redraw does not listen to delete event anymore, widget will show setup when account is
deleted.
35985 Generic error message on IMAP INUSE instead of meaningful one
The associated error code declaration missed the appropriate localizable user-visible message. Occurred [INUSE] errors were not remembered to have a fail-fast behavior.
This has been ﬁxed by passing appropriate localized error message to error code declaration. Remember detected [INUSE] errors for fail-fast behavior.
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36004 Searching for tasks shows results with raw epoch date as end date
Task data was passed directly to the render method, without interpreting it ﬁrst.
Now the render method can interpret it by itself.
36028 Mail does not get parsed correctly, empty body in OX6 UI, parts missing in App Suite
UI
Weird attributes in start tags alongside with whitelist.properties missing grant for <center>tag
break HTML parsing.
This has been ﬁxed by dropping weird attributes from start tags that break HTML parsing and
added <center>tag to white-list.
36036 Can’t select search option in Mail/Calendar/Address Book on IE 11
We only listened for ’click’ event.
36039;Task name does not get changed in notiﬁcation area after changing it;Reminders did not listen to update event.
This has been ﬁxed by adding event listener for this event.
36072 Incorrect ”soft line breaks” in header
White spaces between encoded words were not ignored.
This has been ﬁxed by ignoring whitespaces between encoded words as per RFC 2047.
36141 Form-Login fails for mail domains with an umlaut when using IDN format
Missing URL-encoding when composing the redirect URI on form-login.
This has been ﬁxed by doing proper url-encoding in composed redirect URI.
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Changes relevant for Administrators
Changes of Conﬁguration Files

Change #2342 Added update task to check for possibly preset message format preference
in JSLob and align the DB value accordingly
An upgrade from App Suite (any version) to version 7.6.1 causes a change of the default behavior
for all users who haven’t had ”plain text only” message format conﬁgured before which is expected
to cause high support load and seems to be undesired in general.
Therefore the message format is set to ”BOTH” by default on user creation, which reﬂects to transfer message content in HTML and alternative plain text version.
Moreover the update task ”com.openexchange.groupware.update.tasks.CheckForPresetMessageFormatInJSLob”
is introduced that checks for possibly preset message format preference in JSLob and align the DB
value accordingly.
That update task’s name is added to ’excludedupdatetasks.properties’ conﬁguration ﬁle.
Change #2379 Whitelisted HTML center tag
Adding the HTML center tag to whitelist.properties.
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Tests

Not all issues that got resolved with this Patch Release could be reproduced within the OX QA
lab. Therefore, we advise guided and close monitoring of the reported issue when deploying to a
staging or production environment.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integration
testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

35426, 35467, 35794, 35895, 35906, 35909, 35985, 36004, 36028, 36036, 36072, 36141,
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